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How to Write an "I Am" Poem
ettcweb.lr.k12.nj.us/forms/iampoem.htm
I am (two special characteristics) I wonder (something you are actually curious about) I
hear (an imaginary sound) I see (an imaginary sight) I want (an actual desire)

The I Am Poem
score.rims.k12.ca.us/score_lessons/symbols_freedom/pages/i_am_poem...
I am (Two special characteristics the person or thing has) I wonder (something the
person or thing could actually be curious about)

I Am Poem - Freeology-Free Worksheets
freeology.com/wp-content/files/iampoem.pdf · PDF file
I Am Poem I am ... (Two special characteristics) ... I am _____ (The first line of the
poem repeated) I pretend ...

"I Am" Poem examples ? - Yahoo Answers
answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20100428151631AAmSVu4
Resolved · Last updated: Apr 28, 2010 · 3 posts · First post: Apr 28, 2010
Apr 28, 2010 · I am the eternal procrastinator I wonder if there is a higher being I hear
the oppressive silence of lies I see my soul being bared through poetry

25 Characteristics of an Enduring Poem - LitBridge
www.litbridge.com/2012/11/01/characteristics-enduring-poem
Author: Bruce Cohen. I suppose I am a natural voyeur: I like to eavesdrop on strangers’
conversations, I get easily sucked into reality TV & I can’t stop myself ...

This is an excellent activity the first week of school
www.readwritethink.org/.../lesson_images/lesson391/I-am-poem.pdf · PDF file
MODEL FIRST STANZA I am (2 special characteristics you have) I wonder (something
of curiosity) I hear (an imaginary sound) I see (an imaginary sight)

I Am Poem - Freeology-Free Worksheets
freeology.com/worksheet-creator/poetry/i-am-poem
Write an I Am poem online using this form. After this page is completed, press Create
and a nicely formatted printable poem will appear. An I Am poem is a structure ...

Characteristics of Poetry | BetterLesson
betterlesson.com/lesson/27133/characteristics-of-poetry
Readers, I am really excited to begin a new unit today. ... They should read from their
poetry packets and continue to notice characteristics of poetry.

How to Write an "I Am" Poem | eHow
www.ehow.com › Education › K-12 › K-12 Basics
For the first line of the poem, write "I am" and then write two special characteristics
about the subject of the poem. Make it sound like a sentence, for example "I ...

I AM Poem
www.lesn.appstate.edu/fryeem/i_am_poem.htm
I AM Poem--MODEL. FIRST STANZA I am (two special characteristics you have) I
wonder (something you are actually curious about) I hear (an imaginary sound)
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